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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

That it's what I love,
this it's who I am

M

arco named as “Mark”, has been working

Chevrolet, JCB Excavators Limited, Americatel, Yell, and

in the advertising industry for over thirteen

DirectTV. Under alcoholic beverage brands, he helped run

years at largest companies advertising

Backus, Barena, Cuzqueña which belongs to the SABMiller

networks such as Interpublic Group and Publicis Groupe.

Group -World's Second-Largest Brewer.

He moved from Peru to U.S in 2015. He has a successful
career in the creative field. As a result, his career spanning
ATL and BTL Marketing, Social Media, UX/UI Visual
Designer on fully integrated campaigns for some of the
World's Leading Brands in the U.S. and Latin America.
In 2002, Mark began his journey at Leo Burnett Worldwide
as a Graphic Designer. In 2009, he was an Art Director at
McCann WorldGroup.
Furthermore, Mark joined the creative teams such as Saatchi

Leo Burnett Worldwide 2002

& Saatchi Global in 2008, Publicis Worldwide in 2006 and
once again at Leo Burnett in 2004 and McCann in 2003.

In retailers, he worked with the Largest Brands in Latin
America such as Mall Plaza, Saga Falabella, and Sodimac,

In 2012, Mark switched from advertising agencies to the

in department stores. Besides, Tottus, Plaza Vea, Wong, and

marketing department of a shopping mall and a University.

Metro in supermarkets category.

Recently in 2015, he joined GMG Advertising (Miami, Fl) as

In brands licensing, Mattel, Marvel, Disney, Snoopy,

an Art Director.

Hasbro, Peanut, Barney, Ice Age, Open Season and

Consequently, Mark worked several projects under

Madagascar movies. Also, in the sports category, Marlins

different categories with Well-known brands such as Mobil,

Foundation, Real Madrid Foundation, and Manchester
United. Moreover, Amadeus North America, Palace Resorts,
Baptist Hospital, Metro PCS and A+MiniStorage.
Furthermore, he created brand identities and marketing
support for three recognized chefs, Chef Brian Aaron,
Jacquie Marquez on Telemundo and Chef Adrianne Calvo
featured on NBC “6 in the Mix” as guest chef.

United Way volunteers program "Live together." -Painting a children school.
McCann Worldgroup 2002
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BRANDS ASSIGNED BY AGENCY

Mark is a creative who is involved in all aspects of a project process. He has over a decade of experience and brings together
the various specialties - from strategy to creative and unifies them seamlessly into useful end products. He provides both
creative and user experience direction, delivering holistic experiences with reliable quality and functional consistency.
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Transforming a sketch, by bringing
concepts into a powerful imagery
In the following pages, you will find some of my main work samples. I have worked with a team of professionals that
contribute to producing effective advertising campaigns under my direction. I conceived the ideas, designed the proposals,
and retouched some images. Also, I have directed the photo shoots and presented the selling idea for clients.
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Legend
Links featured on:

Blog

Behance

YouTube

Issuu

Slideshare

Flickr

Vimeo

Website

Development process:

PRINT

EVENT
MARKETING
SUPPORT

• Creative conception

• Inspiration

• Event planning

• Storytelling

• Moodboard presentation

• Meeting with providers

• Copywriting

• Table of content

• Video storyboard

• Graphic design

• Brand architecture

• Environmental graphic design

• Photo post-production

•Idea presentation

• Video and photography post-production

• Photography direction

• Photography direction

• Video and Photography direction

• Marketing support

• Trial applications

• Marketing support

• Idea presentation
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BRAND
IDENTITY

• Event video highlights
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PRINT

Title: If the crown fits, wear it. Advertiser: Palace Resort. Team: Victoria Labarta, account director;
Mark Zuniga, art director, graphic designer; and Mike Beovides, copywriter.

Details: In this project, we are promoting an invitation to the hotel to experience the vibe
of Palace Resorts as a soul of luxury where you can rest beside the glistening turquoise
waters while enjoying the comfort at the hotel.

For further detail check out:
http://emezetacreativo.blogspot.com/2015/12/resorts-advertising.html

For further detail check out: Selling idea
https://www.slideshare.net/secret/p4negiQtbPyjUS

Title: You enjoy it, we store it. Advertiser: A+ MiniStorage. Team: Jennifer Rangel, account executive; Mark Zuniga, art director, digital artist; and Mike Beovides, copywriter.
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PRINT

Digital Technique on YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_URz-fZhamY&t=2s

For further detail check out: Selling the idea
http://emezetacreativo.blogspot.com/2016/11/a-ministorage-you-enjoy-it-we-store-it.html

Print and billboard design
Details: For these pieces, the idea of this Ad is to emphasize the spaces for
anything you have, no matter the size such as the items you see in these images
(a yacht, a motorcycle or an RVs). At the end of the day, what matters is that you
are relax and enjoying your day or your vacation since A+ MiniStorage will help
you store it.

www.zunigaideas.com
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PRINT

Title: Door sweet home. Partners in the happiness and peacefulness of many homes.
Advertiser: Florida Lumber. Team: Erica Martin, account executive; Mark Zuniga, art
director, and graphic designer; and Mike Beovides, copywriter.

Title: Boo! Scare away. | Advertiser: MetroPCS | Team: Erica Martin, account
executive; Mark Zuniga, art director, graphic designer; and Mike Beovides,
copywriter.

Details: This tagline was inspired by the phrase “home sweet home” where we
use the word "door" to relate our product. The fundamental idea was to
remember the feeling when we go outside of a home, and we return to rest at our
"sweet home."

Details: This poster was created in Halloween, in this idea, we relate the
scary action "Boo!" to scare away breast cancer.

Portfolio cover

For further detail check out on YouTube channel
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LFbOd_EhzT4&t=72s

Composing a surreal scene

Choose images on stock
image site or produce it

Create a pattern of wall texture

Download brushes for creating snow

Create a light, shadows for
integrate artwork

Title: From our store to your home Happy Holidays! Advertiser: Florida Lumber. Team: Erica Martin, account executive;
Mark Zuniga, art director, graphic designer and photo retoucher; and Mike Beovides, copywriter.

Details: On this image, the client needed to communicate the doors variety and to send a greeting for Christmas to their customers. With the power
of design and strong concept, we produce a picture, mixing imagery of doors for creating a Christmas tree. Is important to mention our client is a
leading supplier of lumber, doors, paint and building materials. Please look at the post-production elements below.
For further detail check out on blogger:
http://emezetacreativo.blogspot.com/2016/11/florida-lumber-from-our-store-to-your.html
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Title: We optimize your space. We give a unique color. For your enjoyment.
Advertiser: Your Kitchen & Bath. Team: Victoria Labarta, account director; Mark Zuniga,
art director, graphic designer and copywriter.

Details: For this Ad, we use two pages to demonstrate the company's
services. On the first page, the readers see a sketch of their dream kitchen at
home, and on the second page, they will see a fully upgraded kitchen
according to their requests based on the sketch created.
For further detail check out: Selling idea
http://www.slideshare.net/emezetacreativo/your-kitchen-bath-selling-idea

Title: You got the stuff. We got the space. | Advertiser: A+ MiniStorage.
Team: Victoria Labarta, account director; Mark Zuniga, art director, graphic
designer; and Mike Beovides, copywriter.

Details: We used an analogy through a toolbox to emphasize that not
matter the size, what matters is a good distribution and organization of
the items you can store at A+ MiniStorage.
For further detail check out - Creative process:
http://emezetacreativo.blogspot.com/2015/11/a-mini-storage-you-got-stuff-we-got.html
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PRINT

Title: Royalty revealed! Advertiser: Palace Resorts. Team: Victoria Labarta, account director; Mark Zuniga, art director, graphic designer;
Mike Beovides, copywriter.

Details: This image is for social media that was created to reveal and promote "Moon Palace Jamaica Grande" hotel inauguration.
For further detail check out: Selling idea
https://www.slideshare.net/secret/j87XBU36GVL747

For further detail check out on YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7g-c090DgFU

Title: Parking available for boats, RV’s and elephants. Advertiser: A+ MiniStorage. Team: Victoria Labarta, account director; Mark Zuniga,
art director, graphic designer; Mike Beovidess, copywriter.

Details: Our client requested a billboard that includes an elephant since he loves animals. The goal of this piece work was to
emphasize the big spaces available for parking at A+ MiniStorage.

www.zunigaideas.com
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For further detail check out on YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3gVL-3bQYuc&t=3s
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Title: You got the stuff... we got the space! Advertiser: A+ MiniStorage. Team: Victoria Labarta, account director; Mark Zuniga, art director, graphic designer; and
Mike Beovidess, copywriter.

Details: A realistic three-dimensional text effect in Photoshop to emphasize the message. In this proposal, we use a large truck to include our
3D text. Unfortunately, the client did not pick this idea but approved our idea of page fourteen.
For further detail check out:
http://emezetacreativo.blogspot.com/2016/12/a-ministorage-rhinoceros-3d-letters.html

Entry type: Independent project. Advertiser: Warner Bros and DC Comics. Team: Mark Zuniga, graphic designer, illustration, and photo retoucher.

Details: The concept behind this illustration was to work on a visual art without replacing the original Suicide Squad's typography. I
transformed each letter to look and feel each character of the movie. The letter “S” represents Killer Croc; letter “Q” represents the Joker,
“U” for Harley Quinn; and so on.
For further detail check out:
http://emezetacreativo.blogspot.com/2016/07/visual-art-inspired-by-suicide-squad.html

www.zunigaideas.com
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Title: Royalty revealed! Advertiser: Palace Resorts. Team: Victoria Labarta, account
director; Mark Zuniga, art director, graphic designer; and Mike Beovides, copywriter.

Details: The underlying goal was to create several romantic ads for Palace
Resort - Wedding Ballroom. The brief included beautiful pictures sent by
the client. According to Branding guidelines - it is essential for keeping the
consistent look. We also wrote the creative straplines about planning a
destination for your unique wedding and beach wedding experience.
For further detail check out:
http://emezetacreativo.blogspot.com/2015/12/resorts-advertising.html

Title: We got the space you need. Advertiser: A+ MiniStorage.
Team: Victoria Labarta, account director; Mark Zuniga, art director, graphic designer and photo
retoucher; and Mike Beovides, copywriter.
Details: The idea was to use the animal foot with the intent of attract viewers to use A+
MiniStorage as their place of storage for anything big even what you hadn't imagine.
For further detail check out:
http://emezetacreativo.blogspot.com/2015/11/a-mini-storage-billboards-ideas.html
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Title: Take the news. Find out before
everyone does.
Advertiser: The Reporter MDC.
Team: Manolo Barco, media advisor; Mark
Zuniga, art director, graphic designer and
photo retoucher; Manolo Barco and Mark
Zuniga, copywriters.

Details: This campaign proposal was created to promote a college’s newspaper at the main campus. The call to action was an environmental design at the campus
areas. As you can see a student's hand is taking the news on to share it with friends. Also, you can see questions such as When? What? Who? On the ad.
For further detail check out:
https://www.behance.net/gallery/29429431/The-Reporter-Press

Title: Wow Billy, nice doors! Advertiser: Florida Lumber.
Team: Erica Martin, account executive; Mark Zuniga, art director, graphic designer and photo retoucher; Erica Martin, copywriter.

Details: In this social media post, we wanted to emphasize the Marlins open season by using Billy Marlin's official mascot and the product (doors) from our client
Florida Lumber in order to connect with the fans and the audience about Miami Marlins Home Opener and the firm's product.
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PRINT

Title: Performance + Recovery Find out before everyone does. Advertiser: PMDsports.
Tean: Sandra Ibanez, account director; Mark Zuniga, art director, graphic designer, and photo retoucher.

Details: The goal of this ad proposal was to promote different brand's flavors such as watermelon, blue raz, and lemonade. I used the
cloud of smoke by using different colors to identify and enhance the flavor.

Photoshop manipulation

Inspiration
For further detail check out:
http://emezetacreativo.blogspot.com/2016/12/bcaa-supplement-perfect-performance-and.html
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BRAN IDENTITY

Development process:

PRINT
ADS

EVENT
MARKETING
SUPPORT

• Creative conception

• Inspiration

• Event planning

• Storytelling

• Moodboard presentation

• Meeting with providers

• Copywriting

• Table of content

• Video storyboard

• Graphic design

• Brand architecture

• Environmental graphic design

• Photo post-production

• Idea presentation

• Video and photography post-production

• Photography direction

• Photography direction

• Video and Photography direction

• Marketing support

• Trial applications

• Marketing support

• Idea presentation
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BRAND
IDENTITY

• Event video highlights
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BRAND IDENTITY

Project: Brand Identity. Advertiser: Chef Brian Aaron. Team: Jennifer Rangel, account executive; Mark Zuniga, art director, graphic designer and copywriter; Ines Ayra, photographer.

BUILDING A BRAND IDENTITY
Details: The first step to creating the chef's brand identity was to write a table of contents. The next step was to think about a representative logotype; the
challenge to create it was to unify his logo with the company logo. We consolidated them with his last name. As you can see, inside the logotype conception, a
digital pasta sauce was made with a chef brush to create a word-mark.
Also, we thought of a photo shoot having as a reference the concept "farm to table."
Lastly, we created the marketing support and social media of Chef Brian Aaron along with his catering company.
For further detail check out:
http://emezetacreativo.blogspot.com/2016/08/chef-brian-aaron-personal-brand-identity.html

For further detail check out: Brand identity PDF
https://issuu.com/emezeta/docs/brian_aaron_brand_identity_low

For further detail check out: Guide to building Brand Identity
http://emezetacreativo.blogspot.com/2016/09/guide-to-building-brand-online.html

For further detail check out on YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nu9otwtn3QY&t=21s
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BRAND IDENTITY

Project: Brand identity. Advertiser: Jacquie Marquez.
Team: Jennifer Rangel, account executive; Mark Zuniga, art director,
graphic designer, and copywriter, Ines Ayra, photographer.
Details: The challenge in this occasion was to design and produce a
personal brand identity and a storyboard for her YouTube channel
called "It's for You" where we introduced Jacquie as a chef.
In this proposal, we created a brand identity to reflect her
personality. We set-up a photo shoot at the chef's home to capture
her daily life activities as a concept.

For further detail check out:
http://emezetacreativo.blogspot.com/2016/08/jacquie-marquez-personal-brand-identity.html
For further detail check out: Brand Identity PDF
https://issuu.com/emezeta/docs/low_jacquie_marquez_identity_single
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BRAND IDENTITY

Project: Brand identity. Advertiser: Chifans Peruvian Chinese Cuisine. Team: Cesar Kcomt, media advisor, Sandra Ibanez, account director; Mark Zuniga, art
director, and graphic designer; Sandra Ibanez, copywriter.

Details: The goal is to create an identity for this Asian restaurant that would stand out in an oversaturated market. This brand identity focuses
mainly in the Peruvian clientele. Customers will be able to identify the brand by its main colors and food. Also, a funny Asian character is
created to communicate and promote about ingredients and delicious recipes on social media.
To display marketing support, please check out the link below.
For further detail check out:
http://emezetacreativo.blogspot.com/2015/10/chifans-peruvian-chinese-cuisine-brand.html

Line art style
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BRAND IDENTITY

Project: Brand Identity (Coffee product). Brand: Black & White. Advertiser: Parkland Coffee. Team: Liza Santana, account director; Gabriel Pineres, account executive;
Mark Zuniga, art director and graphic designer; and Liza Santana, copywriter.

Details: This is a coffee product created to engage sophisticated adults.
The challenge for this project was to realize the concept from beginning to the end so we designed the logo, and created an icon utilizing a hashtag on the
package with the purpose to promote it on social media. We needed to make sure that we created a visually appealing texture that would catch our target
audiences' attention. As you can see in the pictures shown, we utilized "Black & White" for the identity.
Finally, we created a packaging design.
For further detail check out:
http://emezetacreativo.blogspot.com/2016/06/black-and-white-coffee-branding-and_52.html

For further detail check out: Brand Guidelines PDF
https://issuu.com/emezeta/docs/presentation_b_w_high

Line art style
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BRAND IDENTITY

Project: Brand identity (Coffee product). Brand: Bon Appetit. Advertiser: Parkland Coffee. Slogan: Genuine tradition inside.
Team: Liza Santana, account director; Gabriel Pineres, account executive; Mark Zuniga, art director and graphic designer; and Liza Santana, copywriter.

Details: The goal with this distinctive design helped consumers cut through the proliferation of choices available in the same service category.
The concept refers to a traditional coffee. In order to match our intended perception, we decided to use the slogan, "genuine tradition inside" which is
proposed to define the product as being natural and fresh coffee on the inside. The coffee farm shown outside of the box provides a glimpse into where the
coffee is produced representing a natural and pure environment. We built a "unique" brand different from other brands already present inside supermarkets.
As a result, we were recognized by the client.
For further detail check out: Brand Guidelines PDF

For further detail check out:

https://issuu.com/emezeta/docs/bon_appe__tit_low_66ba6eeea69f56

http://emezetacreativo.blogspot.com/2016/06/bon-appetit-genuine-tradition-inside.html

For further detail check out on YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MpSvRSb-DHo

Line art style
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BRAND IDENTITY

Project: Brand identity (Coffee product). Brand: VEEZIO Advertiser: Parkland Coffee. Slogan: Savor the taste in each cup.
Team: Liza Santana, account director; Gabriel Pineres, account executive; Liza Santana, copywriter; and Mark Zuniga, art director and graphic designer.

Details: We built this brand identity as a flavor explosion identifying each color box by flavor. The firm developed a palette of rich tones to represent three
kinds of taste. The client wanted to reflect a youthful and innovative brand identity.
For further detail check out:
http://emezetacreativo.blogspot.com/2016/06/veezio-savor-taste-in-each-cup-branding_14.html

For further detail check out: Brand Guidelines PDF
https://issuu.com/emezeta/docs/vee___zio_presentation

Hashtag for social media and colors by flavor.
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BRAND IDENTITY

Project: Brand identity (Services company) Advertiser: Direct Builders.
Team: Victoria Labarta, account director; Mark Zuniga, art director and graphic designer.

Details: We created a wordmark logo that shows a stationary identity for this firm. We also
created all communication assets and merchandise samples.
For further detail check out:
http://emezetacreativo.blogspot.com/2015/11/direct-builders-brand-identity.html

For further detail check out:
https://issuu.com/emezeta/docs/direct_builders_brand_identity___20
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BRAND IDENTITY

An ID passcard, an invite card, business cards,
T-Shirt, and vehicle wrap design

www.zunigaideas.com
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Project: Brand identity. Advertiser: Chef Adrianne Calvo. Team: Jennifer Rangel, account executive; Mark Zuniga, art director, graphic designer, photo retoucher,
Ines Ayra, photographer; Jennifer Rangel and Mark Zuniga, copywriters.

Details: The chef Adrianne needed to unify her products with her main brand. First, we needed to look at the main points of interest for her brand,
write down the brand guidelines including a photo shoot proposal, a look and feel; brand essence, and marketing support samples. We produced
consistent perceptions images that clearly communicates the company's persona.

TOUCHPOINTS
Welcome
• About Chef Adrianne • Reflecting Adrianne Calvo: The person – The brand • Our values • Brand essence • Brand strategy
Adrianne: The person
• Adrianne’s lifestyle: Imagery • Travels • Family & friends
Chef Adrianne Calvo: The brand
• Chef Adrianne’s lifestyle: imagery • Travels • Vineyard restaurant: Photography • Fellow employees • Love letters to a chef
• Adrianne’s collection • Online community: Facebook – Twitter – YouTube - Instagram @chefadriannecalvo
Maximum Flavor
• Design essence • Naming • Typography • Logotype • Sizing / Color usage / Color palette / • Brand colors / Secondary colors • Application
• Adrianne’s signature • Art elements • TV show: NBC channel “6 in the Mix.”
Make It Count Foundation
• History • Make It Count: Imagery • Adrianne’s tattoo • Our mission • Our goals: Provide, support & promote
For further detail check out: Brand identity PDF
https://issuu.com/emezeta/docs/chef_adrianne_brand_identity

For further detail check out:
http://emezetacreativo.blogspot.com/2017/01/chef-adrianne-calvo-brand-identity.html

Brand Identity:
https://www.slideshare.net/emezetacreativo/chef-adrianne-calvo-brand-identity
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BRAND IDENTITY

Reflecting The Person / The Brand
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BRAND IDENTITY

Look and feel
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BRAND IDENTITY

Naming and typography
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BRAND IDENTITY

Palette colors and assets design
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EVENT MARKETING SUPPORT

Development process:

PRINT
ADS

EVENT
MARKETING
SUPPORT

• Creative conception

• Inspiration

• Event planning

• Storytelling

• Moodboard presentation

• Meeting with providers

• Copywriting

• Table of content

• Video storyboard

• Graphic design

• Brand architecture

• Environmental graphic design

• Photo post production

• Idea presentation

• Video and photography post-production

• Photography direction

• Photography direction

• Video and Photography direction

• Marketing support

• Trial applications

• Marketing support

• Idea presentation
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• Event video highlights
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EVENT MARKETING SUPPORT

Recap Event

Project: Taste of Miami event. Advertiser: Marlins Foundation. Team: Victoria Labarta, account director; Mark Zuniga, art director, and graphic designer; Mike Beovides,
copywriter; Ines Ayra and Nili Padron, photographers.

Details: This is a live cooking competition with Miami's finest chefs and ballplayers. This marquee event was to benefit the Marlins Foundation in support of
Miami-Dade Culinary Institute and Hispanic Food and Beverage Foundation. We produced a beautiful stage/ background, a-frames-directionals, print and
digital marketing, a website in order to buy tickets and promoted sponsors on Instagram. Event's Instagram kept 9,414 followers engaged.

Elements of event planning

A

B

C

A. Entertainment
B. Cooking competition
C. Sponsors competition
D. Event title and Video Recap
E. Print & digital marketing
D

E

For further detail check out:
http://emezetacreativo.blogspot.com/2016/08/taste-of-miami-2016-marlins-foundation.html

For further detail check out: Recap PDF
https://issuu.com/emezeta/docs/taste_of_miami_recap_rasterize_low
For further detail check out on YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ICzaBIelXY
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Visual case study

Sponsors, attendees, posts, hashtags, followers and visits on site.

www.zunigaideas.com
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Visual communication
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For further detail check out on YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1ICzaBIelXY

www.zunigaideas.com

Stage design
The stage is the focal point throughout the event so keep it visible and engaging.
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Environmental graphic design:
A stage, exhibits design, credentials, A-frames and T-shirts
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Developing visual campaign
Details: The central concept of this event was to live the NY1920's era. The goal was to find similar scenes and places
from that era along with sumptuous costumes and music to make this event an 'unforgettable' event. We also used this
opportunity to collect funds by our sponsors and tickets sold in order to donate the profit to the Ronald McDonald
House Charities (RMHC) Foundation.
Marco managed and directed this project exclusively. He started this project writing a storyboard and then producing it. The videos were published on
social media like YouTube, Facebook, and Instagram. Also, he directed the photo shoot, designed and developed the digital media assets.
Additionally, he created a style guide and environmental design for this event.
Project: Dark Dining “The Eve of Prohibition” even. Advertiser: Ronald McDonald
House Charities (RMHC) Foundation and Chef Adrianne Calvo. Team: Victoria
Labarta, account director; Mark Zuniga, art director and graphic designer; Mike
Beovides, copywriter; and Ines Ayra, photographer.

Line art style

For further detail check out: Style guide PDF
https://issuu.com/emezeta/docs/style_guide_dark_dining_2015

For further detail check out: Project recap and behind the scenes
http://emezetacreativo.blogspot.com/p/dark-dining-art-direction-photo.html

Visual storytelling
For further detail check out: Video on YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBSobvXjQPQ

Deliverables

For further detail check out: Social media posting schedule PDF
https://issuu.com/emezeta/docs/social_media_posting_schedule

Website, sales pitches, event collateral, print materials, social media content, and video.
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For further detail check out: Video on YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YBSobvXjQPQ
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Event collateral: Photobooth and props
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For further detail check out on YouTube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8CfF2qiUVEk
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Project: Food & Wine event. Advertiser: Healthy West Kendall Baptist Hospital. Team: Victoria Labarta, account director; Mark Zuniga, art director and graphic
designer; and Mike Beovides, copywriter.

Details: The client required a communication campaign as it embarked on a mission to promote its first Food & Wine event. In this project
proposal, we used some of the hospital structure to hang the marketing pieces as you can see in the images.
For further detail check out:
http://emezetacreativo.blogspot.com/2015/11/baptist-hospital-health-campaign-food.html
For further detail check out:
https://www.slideshare.net/emezetacreativo/baptist-health-foundation-i-love-to-eat-smart-communication-strategy
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Marketing support:
A landing page, step and repeat, banners, and posters

www.zunigaideas.com
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Advertising Reel 2017
https://youtu.be/90OcngjruyM
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